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**variNOx™** - trend-setting for all NOx limits

**variNOx™** is an universal and modular dosing system that helps you keeping the required NOx limits in an economical and efficient way.

**YOUR BENEFITS:**
- Suitable for all engines and generator sets
- For initial equipment
- For retrofit
- Can be combined with particulate filter system
- Low maintenance and overhaul costs
- Possibility for remote-access
- Meets the requirements of international classification societies
- Optimized injection and mixing of the reactant in smallest possible spaces
- Low air consumption
- Functional at variable engine loads
- Regulating even without engine signal (stand alone system)
- Frostproof

**TRUST IN OUR KNOW-HOW AND OUR LONGTERM EXPERIENCE. WE HELP YOU TO KEEP ALL NOX LIMITS. TALK TO US.**

**variNOx™** components: